THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST!
Before we get started, please take a few minutes to look over the following information. Below, I have included details about the
schedule, pricing, and expectations. I also have included a few questions that I need to be answered regarding your area of choice.
We all have found a way to adapt during these Covid times. While day to day shutting down procedures still exist, it is more important
than ever to keep creative passions growing. It is proven that the visual and performing arts have a positive impact on one’s mental and
physical well-being! Here are the options for you to continue your artistic growth in your own environment!!

CURRENTLY OFFERING!
DANCE
Ballet, Jazz, Hip Hop, and Modern
ACTING
Acting for Camera, Scene Study, Cold Readings, Monologues, and Improv

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Speaking with Confidence, Flow of Speech, Finding your ending

PRICING
INDIVIDUAL & COUPLES
Lessons/Private Coaching (each session is 45 minutes long)
$40 / Session
$150 / Session Package - Includes 4 sessions

___________________________________________
GROUPS 3-8 students
Private Coaching (each session is 4
 5 minutes long)
$75 / Session
$250 / Session Package - Includes 4 sessions

___________________________________________

Scheduling is first come first serve and flexible. Please have a couple of choices when you are considering what days and times work
best for you.  If you are ready to go ahead and schedule your first class or package, respond with the package you are choosing, the
days and time that is best for you and please answer the following questions:
Which are you choosing for your coaching and what concentration-specific style?
What is your level of experience in the area you would like to focus on?
What do you want to get from our coaching session? (build confidence, perform professionally, etc.)
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any other questions. Thank you and I look forward to working with you!

